
 

July 2018 
Ornament of the Month 

 
The pattern is a free download for you to print and use. It is only available free during 

the month it is offered.  

Kits can be ordered anytime at: 

www.attic-heirlooms.com 

The kit will contain all the fabric needed to make the ornament, Paper backed fusible 

and any embellishing items for that month if applicable.  

 

Attic Heirlooms 

www.attic-heirlooms.com 

atticheirloom@aol.com 

Like us on our Attic Heirlooms Facebook page! 

This is free for individual use only for a limited time. No 

commercial use of the patterns are allowed without receiving 

prior permission.  



French knot - Hold the needle in your right hand.  With 
your left hand, wrap the thread around the needle 1-3 
times, depending on the size of knot you want.  Be sure 
needle points away from the fabric when you wrap the 
thread and wrap it close to where the thread comes 
through the fabric.  Insert the needle close to where it 
came out.  Holding the knot in place, you can pull the 
needle to the wrong side of fab- ric.  

 
Read all instructions before starting. 
Pattern does not require reversing. 

 
1. Trace star points and snowman head on paper side of 

fusible. Rough cut around shapes and iron to corresponding 
wool.   Cut out wool shapes. 

2. Trace the two hexie shapes onto dull side of freezer paper. 
Iron to the wool and cut out on the lines. Remove paper 
from all pieces.  

3. Fuse the shapes to the smaller hexie positioning as shown 
in the picture.   Stitch around using blanket or whip stitch.   

4. Add embroidery stitches.  French knot eyes (I wrapped 
thread two times), long straight stitches for nose.   Star 
bursts are short straight stitches with a French knot in the 
middle. 

5. Position and pin to the black backing hexie and blanket 
stitch around the edge.   

6. At this time you can back the black hexie and stitch around 
the outer edge or set aside for finishing options at the end 
of the year.  

7. Enjoy the work of your hands! 
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Blanket stitch  
Take  an upright 
 stitch the thread  
came up with the  
needle pointed  
down, keeping  
the thread under 
 the needle  and 
 coming out  
on the line.   

.  . 


